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Abstract
Quantum-chemical calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT) at the B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6–
31G(d,p) level were employed to study the relationship between the antioxidant properties and chemical structures of six 
dendrocandin (DDCD) analogues in the gas phase and two solvents (methanol and water). The hydrogen atom transfer (HAT), 
electron-transfer-proton-transfer (ET-PT), and sequential proton-loss-electron-transfer (SPLET) mechanisms are explored. 
The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), reactivity indices (η, μ, 
ω, ω+, and ω–), and molecular electrostatic potentials (MEPs) were also evaluated. The results suggest that the D ring plays 
an important role in mediating the antioxidant activity of DDCDs. For all the studied compounds, indicating that HAT was 
identified as the most favorable mechanism, whereas the SPLET mechanism was the most thermodynamically favorable 
pathway in polar solvents. The results of our study should aid in the development of new or modified antioxidant compounds.

Keywords Dendrocandin analogues · Radical scavenging activity · Structure activity relationship · Antioxidant 
mechanism · DFT

Introduction

Oxidative stress generated by an increase in free radical 
levels is a pro-oxidative state in which the reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) level exceeds the capability of antioxidant 
defense mechanisms. Oxidative stress has been linked 
to numerous diseases including inflammation, cancers, 
metabolic disorders, atherosclerosis, and Alzheimer’s dis-
ease [1–6]. Antioxidant compounds protect cells against 

oxidative damage by scavenging free radicals and reducing 
ROS. Therefore, antioxidant research and development has 
attracted considerable attention in recent years.

Phenolic compounds constitute an important class of 
antioxidants, with extensive commercial and biologi-
cal applications for inhibiting material oxidation [7]. The 
ability of phenolic compounds to scavenge free radicals 
depends on the number of phenolic hydroxyl groups [8]. 
A number of recent computational studies of antioxidation 
mechanisms have employed thermodynamic evaluations of 
various physicochemical parameters, such as bond dissocia-
tion enthalpy (BDE), ionization potential (IP), proton dis-
sociation enthalpy (PDE), proton affinity (PA), and electron 
transfer enthalpy (ETE) [9–12]. In addition, DFT has been  
used to evaluate the chemical properties and study the  
structure–activity relationships (SARs) of a variety of phe-
nolic antioxidants [9, 13–17].

Dendrocandins (DDCDs) comprise a family of com-
pounds originally extracted from the stem of Dendrobium 
plants [18–23]. The structure of DDCD was elucidated as a 
stilbenolignan skeleton in which a bibenzyl moiety is linked 
to a phenylpropane unit via a dioxane bridge. DDCDs are 
highly bioactive, exhibiting antioxidant, anticancer, and 
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anti-inflammatory activities [18–24]. As a class of impor-
tant compounds in Dendrobium species, DDCDs have 
attracted considerable and growing interest among scien-
tists. Recently, the studies have been published regarding 
the antioxidant activities of DDCDs [19, 20].

However, no DFT-based studies of the antioxidant activ-
ity of DDCDs have been reported to date. The present study 
therefore focused on examining the radical scavenging activ-
ity of six selected DDCDs (1–6) (Fig. 1). The objective of 
this research was to elucidate the radical scavenging activity 
relationships of these DDCDs at the DFT level in order to 
generate novel clues useful in antioxidant development. The 
B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of the 
theory was employed to enable reliable optimization of the 
geometric parameters of the compounds and calculate various 
physicochemical descriptors of their antioxidant ability, includ-
ing O–H BDE, IP, PDE, PA, and ETE. Moreover, HOMO 
and LUMO distributions, MEPs, and spin density in free radi-
cals were also calculated. In this report, we hope to highlight 
the potent antioxidant activity of these DDCDs and stimulate 
interest not only in further studies but also in the exploitation 
of these compounds for food and pharmaceutical applications.

Computational details

According to the literature, three primary antioxidant mech-
anisms for scavenging of phenolic antioxidants have been 
reported [9, 10, 12, 25]: (1) hydrogen atom transfer (HAT); 
(2) stepwise electron-transfer-proton-transfer (ET-PT); and 
(3) sequential proton-loss-electron-transfer (SPLET). Equa-
tions (1)–(3) summarize these mechanisms:

In the HAT mechanism, the free radical  (R•) reacts with 
the antioxidant (ArOH) by transferring a hydrogen atom to 
 R• via hemolytic rupture of the O–H bond of ArOH to gen-
erate a radical  (ArO•). The reactivity of the ArOH can be 
estimated by calculating the O–H bond BDE, the lower the 
BDE value. The ET-PT mechanism involves two steps: first, 
the ArOH gives an electron  (e–) to  R•, followed by proton 
 (H+) transfer from the radical cation  (ArOH+•) to generate 
the free radical  (ArO•). In this case, the IP and PDE are the 
most significant energetic factors for evaluating the scaveng-
ing activity. Molecules exhibiting low IP and PDE values are 
predicted to have high activity. The SPLET mechanism also 
involves two steps: the phenoxide anion  (ArO–) is gener-
ated by loss of the proton from ArOH as the first step in the 
mechanism, then an electron of  ArO– is transferred to  R• to 
generate the radical. The SPLET mechanism is governed 
by the PA and ETE of the phenoxide anion. Thus, in the 
present study, BDE, IP, PDE, PA, and ETE values served as 
the primary molecular descriptors in elucidating the radical 
scavenging activity of the DDCDs.

From the calculated total enthalpies at 298.15 K, the fol-
lowed relationships were determined:

(1)R∙ + ArOH → RH + ArO
∙
⋅

(2)R∙ + ArOH → R− + ArOH
+∙

→ RH + ArO
∙
⋅

(3)
ArOH → ArO

−
+ R+ArO

−
+ R∙

→ ArO
∙
⋅ +R−R− + H+

→ RH

(4)BDE = H(ArO
∙
) + H(H∙) − H(ArOH)

Fig. 1  Chemical structures of the six dendrocandin (DDCD) analogues examined in the present study
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The molecular enthalpy of 298.15  K consisted of 
B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p) calculated single-point energy 
values and B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) thermal contributions to 
the enthalpy. Gas-phase correction was employed to cal-
culate the molecular enthalpy in the aqueous phase. The 
calculated gas-phase enthalpy of  H• predicted using the 
B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p) method was –312.956 kcal/mol 
[12]. The gas-phase enthalpy of  H+ and  e– were 1.483 and 
0.752 kcal/mol, respectively [26]. The solvation enthalpy of 
 H+ and  e– were taken from reference [27], and the hydrogen 
atom solvation enthalpy was taken from reference [28].

All calculations were performed using GAUSSIAN 09 
program package [29]. The DFT method combining the 
B3LYP hybrid density function was applied in this study 
due to its successful application in other studies of the 
radical scavenging activity of phenolic compounds [8, 12, 
30, 31]. To identify the starting structures with minimum 
energy, a conformational analysis was performed using 
the 6-31G(d,p) basis set. After identifying the minimum-
energy conformations, a further geometric optimization 
was performed using the B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p) 
level. Vibration frequencies of the optimized structures 
were computed at the same theoretical level. For all opti-
mized structures, the harmonic vibrational frequencies 
of the corresponding bonds were calculated to determine 
stationary points on the potential energy surface. Effects 
of solvents (methanol and water) were taken into account 
at the single-point level by employing the self-consistent 
reaction field method with a polarized continuum model 
[32]. The HOMO and LUMO energy distributions, MEPs, 
and the spin density for each radical atom were determined 
using the B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p) level of the theory 
for all optimized structures of the investigated compounds. 
All values for the molecular descriptors are expressed in 
kcal/mol (1 a.u. = 627.5095 kcal/mol).

Results and discussion

Optimized geometries of the DDCDs

Molecular geometries determined using theoretical meth-
ods are useful for explaining the three-dimensional struc-
tures of investigated compounds. Optimization of DDCDs 

(5)IP = H
(

ArOH
∙+
)

+ H(e−) − H(ArOH)

(6)PDE = H(ArO
∙
) + H

(

H+
)

− H(ArOH
∙+
)

(7)PA = H(ArO
−
) + H

(

H+
)

− H(ArOH)

(8)ETE = H(ArO
∙
) + H(e−) − H(ArO

−
)

1–6 was carried out at the B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p)//
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of the DFT, as shown in Fig. 2, and 
the lengths of important bonds are listed in Table S1. The 
differences between DDCDs 1–6 were found in the range 
0.001–0.018 Å.

HAT mechanism

In order to characterize the radical scavenging activity of 
each hydroxyl group, BDE values in the gas phase and 
in solvents (methanol and water) were calculated at the 
B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p) level for every radical species 
resulting from removal of the hydrogen atom from each 
hydroxyl group. The calculated BDE values and experimen-
tal data regarding the radical scavenging activity of DDCDs 
1–6 are shown in Table 1 [19, 33]. From Table 1, it can be 
seen that O(7)-OH has the lowest BDE for DDCDs 1–3 and 
6, whereas O(5)-OH in DDCD4 and DDCD5 exhibited the 
lowest BDE. The BDE values for DDCDs 1–6 in the gas 
phase assumed the following order: O(7)-OH < O(1)-OH, 
O(7)-OH < O(1)-OH < O(8)-OH, O(7)-OH < O(8)-OH, O(5)-
OH < O(1)-OH < O(8)-OH < O(7)-OH, O(5)-OH < O(1)-
OH < O(8)-OH < O(7)-OH, and O(7)-OH < O(1)-OH. The 
same sequence was obtained regarding BDE values in 
the solvents methanol and water. These results confirmed 
that it is more difficult to abstract the hydrogen atom from 
O(1)-OH than from other OH groups in DDCDs 1–3 and 6, 
whereas it is more difficult to abstract the proton from O(7)-
OH than other OH groups in DDCD4 and DDCD5.

Fig. 2  Optimized geometries of DDCDs 1–6 at the B3LYP/6–
311 +  + G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of the DFT
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Analysis of the data in Table 1 shows that the BDE values 
decrease in the order DDCD1 > DDCD6 > DDCD2 > DDC
D4 > DDCD5 > DDCD3 in both the gas and solvent phases, 
so the sequence of hydrogen donating ability is as follows: 
DDCD3 > DDCD5 > DDCD4 > DDCD2 > DDCD6 > DDC
D1. DDCD3 is always the most active of the investigated 
compounds, independent of medium. The predicted order of 
hydrogen donating ability based on BDE values was in line 
with DPPH assay experimental results [19, 33].

Spin density is often considered a realistic parameter 
to evaluate in rationalizing the stability of radical species 
[34–36]. Generally, the more delocalized the spin density of 
the radical, the easier the radical will be formed, and thus, 
the lower will be the BDE [37]. In order to rationalize the dif-
ferences in BDE and reactivity of the OH sites, the spin den-
sity distributions of the radicals were calculated (Fig. 3). As 
depicted in Fig. 3, the spin densities of all radicals appeared 
to be distributed more in the A-, D-ring than the other rings. 
The spin densities of the O-atoms of the O(1)-OH radicals 

in DDCD1, DDCD4, and DDCD6 were 0.675, 0.614, and 
0.616, respectively. This suggested that stabilization of these 
radicals was in the order DDCD1 > DDCD6 > DDCD4, with 
the BDE values of O(1)-OH increasing in the same order. 
The spin density was 0.675 for the O-atom in the O(1) of 
DDCD1, whereas it was 0.580 for the O(7)-OH radical. 
Therefore, the BDE value was lower in the D ring than the 
A ring. By comparison, the spin densities of the O(7)-OHs 
for DDCD3 and DDCD4 were 0.536 and 0.537, lower than 
the densities of other phenolic radicals. This could explain 
why DDCD3-O7 and DDCD4-O7 exhibited lower BDE 
values than the other compounds. The spin population also 
explains the difference between O(1)-OH and O(7)-OH in 
terms of antioxidant activity. As can be seen from Fig. 3, 
the spin densities of the DDCD1 and DDCD6 were mainly 
distributed in the phenolic oxygen and A- and B-rings.

As shown in Table 1, the solvent had different effects on 
the BDE value for each compound. In general, BDE tended 
to increase from the gas phase to solvent phase. However, the 
BDE values were similar in all studied solvent environments 
for each compound. A decrease of 3.156–4.721 kcal/mol in 
BDE values was observed when computations were carried 
out in water solvent. All BDE values in water were lower 
than those in other solvents. Lengyel et al. [38] reported a 
similar trend in BDE values for isoflavones.

For DDCDs 2–5, which possess ortho-dihydroxy groups 
on the D ring, lower BDE values (92.617–99.894 kcal/
mol) were observed in the gas phase compared with BDE 
values of the other two compounds with no such groups 
(95.504–141.570 kcal/mol). For DDCD2 and DDCD3, if 
the H-atom was abstracted from the hydroxyl group (O(7)-
OH), a relatively strong O–H…H hydrogen bond was formed 
that stabilized the phenoxy radical (Fig. S1). A similar phe-
nomenon was observed in a previous study [8]. As shown 
in Table 1, the BDE values of O(7)-OH in DDCD3 were 
92.617, 406.134, 404.468, and 402.231 kcal/mol in the gas 
phase and solvents methanol, and water, respectively. These 
values were lower than the corresponding values for O(7)-
OH in the other compounds. These data clearly confirm that 
HAT occurs more readily from O(7)-OH than other hydroxyl 
groups, and thus, O(7)-OH is considered to be the main tar-
get of free radical attack.

Table 1 shows that the lowest BDE values of the DDCDs 
in the gas phase and solvent environments were greater than 
those of trolox calculated at the same theory level, indicat-
ing that the activity of the DDCDs should be comparable to 
that of trolox. However, this predicted trend is different from 
the experimental results of the DPPH tests. Values from the 
DPPH assay (Table 1) indicated that DDCDs 2–5 exhibit 
lower activity than trolox. This observed deviation could be 
attributed to the more general nature of the theoretical results, 
which do not consider all possible particular radical counter-
parts or the complexity of the DPPH assay mechanism [8].

Table 1  B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p) BDE values of DDCDs 1–6 in 
the gas phase and three solvents

a 1 a.u. = 627.5095 kcal/mol
b 50% inhibition concentration in 1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) 
assay, see Ref. [19, 33]

Compound BDEa (kcal/mol) IC50 (μM)b

Gas Methanol Water

DDCD1 87.6
O(1)-OH 141.570 452.876 450.636
O(7)-OH 99.526 409.615 407.322
DDCD2 50.4
O(1)-OH 97.223 410.076 407.893
O(7)-OH 92.822 404.552 402.313
O(8)-OH 99.894 410.286 408.007
DDCD3 21.3
O(7)-OH 92.617 404.468 402.231
O(8)-OH 99.765 410.128 407.840
DDCD4 30.3
O(1)-OH 97.218 409.942 407.749
O(5)-OH 92.755 404.532 402.293
O(7)-OH 99.914 410.204 407.926
O(8)-OH 99.027 412.456 410.296
DDCD5 22.3
O(1)-OH 97.248 409.944 407.749
O(5)-OH 92.789 404.739 402.508
O(7)-OH 99.635 409.932 407.636
O(8)-OH 98.710 411.926 409.753
DDCD6 60.5
O(1)-OH 97.567 409.945 407.737
O(7)-OH 95.504 409.250 407.103
Trolox 75.630 388.098 385.894 73.7
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SEP‑PT mechanism

Antioxidant activity can be governed by the SEP-PT mech-
anism [8, 37]. The calculated IPs and PDEs in the gas 
phase and solvents for the DDCDs are shown in Table 2. 
It can be seen that DDCD3 exhibited the lowest IP values 
in all studied media, indicating that the electron-donating 
capability of DDCD3 is stronger than others. The IPs in 
the gas phase increased in the order DDCD3 < DDCD2 
< DDCD1 < DDCD4 < DDCD5 < DDCD6. The IP values 
in methanol and water increased in the order DDCD1 < D
DCD2 < DDCD3 < DDCD5 < DDCD4 < DDCD6, some-
what different from the gas phase values (see Table 2). 
The trend of IP values was obviously different from that 

of BDE values; this discrepancy can be attributed to the 
observation that the BDE is affected by the local environ-
ment caused by the substituents, where the IP is affected 
by the entire molecular structure [10].

As shown in Table 2, the solvent had differing effects 
on IP values. DDCD3 exhibited the highest radical scav-
enging activity, with  IC50 values ranging from 109.618 to 
159.408 kcal/mol in going from the gas phase to water as a 
solvent. An analysis of the data in Table 2 showed that the 
IP values in solvents were significantly lower than those in 
the gas phase. The IPs declined in the environmental order 
gas > methanol > water, confirming that cation radicals are 
charged and quite sensitive to solvent polarity, in agreement 
with a previous report [8]. In addition, the IPs of DDCDs 

Fig. 3  Plots of spin densi-
ties in the radicals formed by 
H-removal from the A-, D-, and 
E-rings of DDCDs 1–6 at the 
B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p) 
level of the theory in the 
gas phase. Green and blue 
regions denote positive and 
negative density, respectively 
(isovalue = 0.002)
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1–6 in gas were approximately 9.98–15.771 kcal/mol higher 
than that of trolox (149.428 kcal/mol). This means that 
DDCDs 1–6 exhibit weaker electron-donating ability than 
trolox.

As shown in Table 2, the lowest PDE values of DDCDs 
1–6 in the gas phase can be arranged in the following order: 
DDCD5 < DDCD4 < DDCD3 < DDCD2 < DDCD1 < DDC
D6. The PDE values in methanol and water increased in 
the order DCD4 < DDCD3 < DDCD5 < DDCD6 < DDCD2 
< DDCD1. The orders in the solvents differed somewhat 
from that in the gas phase. Furthermore, the lowest PDE 
values of DDCDs 2–6 in the studied solvents (methanol and 
water) were lower than trolox. This indicates that the proton-
dissociating abilities of DDCDs 2–6 are slightly stronger 
than trolox, similar to the DPPH radical scavenging activity.

SPLET mechanism

Previous studies confirmed that the SPLET mechanism 
plays a significant role in antioxidant activity [10, 39, 40].
The PA and ETE values in the gas phase and solvents for 
the studied DDCDs are summarized in Table 3. The data in 

Table 3 indicate the following order for the PA values of the 
DDCDs in all media: O(7)-OH < O(1)-OH, O(7)-OH < O(8)-
OH < O(1)-OH, O(7)-OH < O(8)-OH, O(5)-OH < O(8)-
OH < O(7)-OH < O(1)-OH, O(5)-OH < O(8)-OH < O(1)-
OH < O(7)-OH, and O(7)-OH < O(1)-OH. The O(1)-OH 
PAs were higher than those of the other hydroxyl groups in 
all studied environments, clearly showing that formation of 
O(1)-O– is more difficult than formation of other anions. The 
data in Table 3 also indicate the following order for the lowest 
PA values: DDCD5 < DDCD3 < DDCD4 < DDCD2 < DDCD
6 < DDCD1 in the media. The PA of O(7)-OH is weaker than 
that of the other OH groups, except for DDCD4 and DDCD5.

Similar to PDE values, the PA values decreased signif-
icantly from the gas phase to solvent phase owing to the 
high solvation enthalpy of the protons. The average differ-
ences between the PA in the gas phase and different sol-
vents were 301.97 (methanol) and 299.386 (water) kcal/
mol, respectively. This suggests that these solvents favor 
the deprotonation process. Additionally, the lowest gas-
phase PAs (354.246–362.579 kcal/mol) were greater than 
trolox (347.936 kcal/mol). This means that deprotonation of 
phenolic-OH is more difficult than deprotonation of trolox.

Table 2  B3LYP/6–
311 +  + G(2d,2p) IP and PDE 
values of DDCDs 1–6 in the gas 
phase and various solvents

Compound IP (kcal/mol) PDE (kcal/mol)

Gas Methanol Water Gas Methanol Water

DDCD1 160.350 112.725 107.696
O(1)-OH 297.159 70.932 75.155
O(7)-OH 255.114 27.671 31.841
DDCD2 159.852 112.872 107.865
O(1)-OH 253.347 28.022 32.281
O(7)-OH 248.945 22.499 26.701
O(8)-OH 256.018 28.233 32.394
DDCD3 159.408 114.582 109.618
O(7)-OH 249.320 20.840 25.002
O(8)-OH 256.468 26.500 30.611
DDCD4 161.526 114.919 109.907
O(1)-OH 251.763 25.938 30.191
O(5)-OH 247.301 20.528 24.736
O(7)-OH 254.459 26.200 30.358
O(8)-OH 253.573 28.451 32.738
DDCD5 161.840 114.726 109.658
O(1)-OH 251.480 26.133 30.440
O(5)-OH 247.021 20.928 25.200
O(7)-OH 253.867 26.121 30.327
O(8)-OH 252.942 28.114 32.444
DDCD6 165.199 118.512 113.511
O(1)-OH 248.364 22.272 26.500
O(7)-OH 246.301 21.577 25.866
Trolox 149.428 92.322 87.142 241.816 26.232 30.642
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The ETE values in Table 3 indicate that the lowest ETEs 
in the gas phase follow the order: DDCD1 < DDCD3 < D
DCD2 < DDCD6 < DDCD4 < DDCD5. The PA values in 
methanol increased in the order DDCD2 < DDCD3 < DDC
D1 < DDCD6 < DDCD5 < DDCD4, whereas the trend in PA 
values in water was DDCD1 < DDCD2 < DDCD6 < DDCD5 
< DDCD4 < DDCD3. The differences between ETEs in the 
gas phase and polar solvents (methanol and water) resided 
in 22.021–30.577 and 40.527–44.646 kcal/mol intervals for 
methanol and water, respectively. Compared with the IP val-
ues (Table 2) of the neutral forms, we found that the ETE 
values were significantly lower in both the gas phase and 
solvents. The HAT, SET-PT, and SPLET mechanisms are 
considered the primary molecular descriptors for elucidating 
the thermodynamically preferred reaction pathway involved 
in the free radical–scavenging process. The above discussion 
demonstrates that the IPs and PAs of the DDCDs in the gas 
phase are significantly higher than the BDE values, meaning 
that HAT is the thermodynamically dominant process in the 
gas phase. The PAs of the DDCDs were lower than BDE and 
IP values, indicating that deprotonation is favored in polar 
medium (methanol and water). However, the mechanism by 
which an antioxidant exerts activity is not only determined 
by the chemical property of the antioxidants but also on the 

microenvironment. Elucidating the mechanism in greater 
detail for confirmation will require data pertaining to rate 
constants and branching ratios.

Frontier molecular orbitals

Spin density frontier molecular orbital analysis is useful for 
describing the activity of phenolic antioxidants in scavenging 
free radicals [7, 41]. Two factors that significantly affect bio-
activity are the HOMO and LUMO [7, 42–44]. We therefore 
generated plots of the HOMO and LUMO for each group to 
analyze the primary atomic contributions to these orbitals. 
The HOMO and LUMO of DDCDs 1–6 were explored at the 
B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p) level of the DFT. According to 
the results shown in Fig. 4 and Table 2, DDCD1 exhibited the 
highest HOMO energy in comparison with DDCDs 2–6, indi-
cating that DDCD1 has the strongest electron-donating capa-
bility of these DDCDs. As depicted in Fig. 4, the π-clouds in 
the HOMOs of DDCDs 1–6 are distributed on the A-, B-, and 
D-rings, and the π-clouds in the LUMOs of DDCDs 1–5 are 
distributed on the D- and E-rings. Furthermore, the HOMOs 
are primarily located on the O(1)-OH and D-ring. The D-ring 
makes the greatest contribution to the HOMO of DDCD6. Thus, 
the free radical reaction occurs primarily on the A- and D-rings.

Table 3  B3LYP/6–
311 +  + G(2d,2p) PA and ETE 
values of DDCDs 1–6 in the gas 
phase and various solvents

Compound PA (kcal/mol) ETE (kcal/mol)

Gas Methanol Water Gas Methanol Water

DDCD1
O(1)-OH 406.401 101.972 104.564 51.108 81.685 8.590
O(7)-OH 364.248 60.740 63.284 51.216 79.656 7.429
DDCD2
O(1)-OH 363.414 60.243 62.891 49.785 80.651 8.107
O(7)-OH 356.170 56.390 59.045 52.628 78.980 9.772
O(8)-OH 363.834 59.553 62.091 52.036 81.552 7.801
DDCD3
O(7)-OH 355.813 56.214 58.869 52.915 79.208 12.388
O(8)-OH 363.763 59.422 61.935 52.114 81.659 10.047
DDCD4
O(1)-OH 362.130 60.085 62.763 51.159 80.771 9.237
O(5)-OH 355.223 56.207 58.875 53.603 79.240 10.688
O(7)-OH 363.172 59.411 61.944 52.813 81.707 8.362
O(8)-OH 357.879 57.901 60.550 57.220 85.469 16.036
DDCD5
O(1)-OH 362.579 60.127 62.783 50.740 80.732 8.593
O(5)-OH 354.246 56.016 58.688 54.616 79.637 11.687
O(7)-OH 363.202 59.618 62.103 52.504 81.228 7.8575
O(8)-OH 357.988 58.287 60.936 56.794 84.553 15.189
DDCD6
O(1)-OH 360.621 59.858 62.563 52.943 80.926 9.535
O(7)-OH 358.827 58.401 61.064 52.674 81.688 10.695
Trolox 347.936 47.528 50.170 43.308 71.025 67.615
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The HOMO and LUMO energies of DDCDs 1–6 along 
with ∆E(LUMO–HOMO) are listed in Table 4. Among them, 
DDCD1 exhibited the lowest energy gap (106.049 kcal/
mol), whereas DDCD3 exhibited the largest energy gap 
(124.247 kcal/mol). To further confirm that reactivity indi-
ces affect the antioxidant activity, chemical hardness (η), 
electronic chemical potential (μ), electrophilicity (ω), elec-
tron acceptor power (ω+), and electron donor power (ω–) are 
generally considered to provide a better and more realistic 
representation of the reactivity and stability of a compound 
than other parameters. The reactivity indices of DDCDs 1–6 
were calculated and listed in Table 5. As can be seen from 
Table 5, DDCD3 has the lowest value of η (–61.496 kcal/
mol), whereas DDCD1 has the highest value (–53.338 kcal/
mol). These findings are consistent with the ∆E(LUMO–HOMO) 
of these compounds. DDCD3 has the lowest electronic 
chemical potential (–77.184 kcal/mol), whereas DDCD1 
has the highest electronic chemical potential (–59.613 kcal/
mol). Furthermore, among the studied compounds, DDCD1 
has the lowest ω+ and ω– values (10.040 kcal/mol and 
69.654 kcal/mol, respectively), whereas DDCD3 has the 
highest ω+ and ω– values (17.570 kcal/mol and 94.754 kcal/
mol, respectively). These results indicate that DDCD3 is 

weakly nucleophilic, whereas DDCD1 is strongly electro-
philic in nature.

MEPs

Measurement of spin density MEP is a very useful approach 
for exploring the reactivity and structure–activity relation-
ships of compounds [45–47]. A previous study used the MEP 
to characterize the antioxidant activity of catechin derivatives 
[48]. To further elucidate the structure–antioxidant activity 
relationships of DDCDs 1–6, MEP analyses were carried out 
for the lowest-energy conformers to characterize the similarity 
and dissimilarity in the electrostatic binding characteristics of 
the surface of the molecules (Fig. 5). The results clearly indi-
cated that the electronic density in DDCD1 is concentrated 
in the oxygen of the O(1)-OH in the A-ring, which is directly 
attached to the benzene ring. In addition, the protons attached 
to the A-ring are in electron-rich sites. A similar trend was 

Fig. 4  HOMO and LUMO 
distributions for neutral forms 
of DDCDs 1–6 computed at the 
B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p) 
level of the theory in the gas 
phase. Green and red regions 
denote positive and negative 
orbital phases, respectively 
(isovalue = 0.02)

Table 4  EHOMO, ELUMO, and ∆E(LUMO–HOMO) values for DDCDs 1–6 

a 1 a.u. = 627.5095 kcal/mol

Compound Ea(kcal/mol)

EHOMO ELUMO ∆E(LUMO–HOMO)

DDCD1  −112.314  −6.275 106.049
DDCD2  −126.129  −14.432 111.697
DDCD3  −138.680  −15.688 124.247
DDCD4  −134.287  −15.688 118.599
DDCD5  −134.915  −15.688 119.227
DDCD6  −127.384  −14.433 112.952

Table 5  Reactivity indices of DDCDs 1–6 

a 1 a.u. = 627.5095 kcal/mol
b η = (EHOMO – ELUMO)/2
c μ = (EHOMO + ELUMO)/2
d ω = μ2/2η
e ω+  = (I + 3A)2/16 (I – A)
f ω– = (3I + A)2/16 (I – A), I ≈ –EHOMO, A ≈ –ELUMO

Compound Reactivity  indexa (kcal/mol)

ηb μc ωd ω+e ω–f

DDCD1  −0.085  −0.095  −0.053 0.016 0.111
DDCD2  −0.089  −0.112  −0.071 0.026 0.138
DDCD3  −0.098  −0.123  −0.080 0.028 0.151
DDCD4  −0.095  −0.120  −0.076 0.028 0.147
DDCD5  −0.095  −0.120  −0.076 0.028 0.148
DDCD6  −0.090  −0.113  −0.070 0.026 0.139
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observed for DDCD2 and DDCD6, but DDCD3 exhibited 
localization of extra electronic density on methoxy groups 
in the A-ring. In compounds DDCD4 and DDCD5, the elec-
tronic density was more dispersed on the A-, D-, and E-rings.

Conclusions

In summary, the B3LYP/6–311 +  + G(2d,2p)//
B3LYP/6–31(d,p) level of the DFT was applied to study the 
radical scavenging activity of six DDCD analogues. Thermo-
dynamic parameters such as BDE, IP, PDE, PA, and ETE were 
computed for DDCDs 1–6 in the gas phase and in solvents 
(methanol and water) to evaluate the possible mechanism. In 
addition, other descriptors, such as HOMO distribution, reac-
tivity indices (η, μ, ω, ω+, and ω–), spin density, and MEP were 
also computed. The theoretical results of the study confirm 
the important role of the D-ring in mediating the antioxidant 
activity of these DDCDs. It can be concluded that HAT is the 
most favored mechanism for explaining the radical scaveng-
ing activity of the DDCDs, whereas the SPLET mechanism 
is favored in polar solvents (methanol and water). Among the 
compounds studied, DDCD3 was predicted to be a potential 
free-radical scavenger and thus warrants further exploitation 
as a candidate antioxidant. The results of our study not only 
enhance understanding of the antioxidant activity of DDCDs 
but should also stimulate further research to exploit these com-
pounds in the food chemistry and pharmaceutical fields.
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